eMethods. Technical Details of Machine Learning Algorithm
This supplementary material has been provided by the authors to give readers additional information about their work.
eFigure 1. Machine Learning Pipeline
Data processing, machine learning, and statistical analysis pipeline. When applied to a different dataset, an extra data extraction step will need to be implemented that extracts raw data (labs, diagnoses, demographics, encounters, patient info, treatment teams, etc.) from their database into Stanford-like columns (e.g. standardize 'DOB' into 'Birth'). The prediction output is a list of predicted normality scores, which were then compared against actual order results (labels). Label "0" denotes the laboratory test actually generates a normal/negative result while "1" means the result is abnormal/positive. ROC: receiver operating characteristic, AUROC (or C-statistic): Area Under the ROC curve, NPV: negative predictive value, PPV: positive predictive value. For each lab we studied, we constructed an M-by-N data matrix. Each of the N columns represents a single feature to potentially be used in the prediction of normal results for the lab of interest. In total, ~880 features were used for building each model (the precise value varied per lab test, based on the number of component results returned by the clinical laboratory). The table shows the categories of features and their data types. Each of the time-binned counts represents an event aggregated at various time intervals (1, 2, 4, 7, 14, 30, 90, 180, 365, 730 , and 1460 days before lab order) and days since last event. Each of the summary statistics represents a value aggregated over the past 3 (for vitals) or 14 days (for lab results) by count, normal count, minimum, maximum, median, standard deviation, first value, last value, slope, and days since first and last values. We apply recursive feature elimination with cross validation (RFECV) to select top 5% relevant features for prediction as implemented by scikit-learn (http://scikit-learn.org/). This process uses all features in the development set to train a random forest prediction model, identifying which features appear the least important towards the predicted outcome as assessed by a Gini entropy score. We removed those least relevant features and repeated this process recursively, until there were only 5% of the total original features left.
Hyperparameter tuning for machine learning algorithms
Each of the eight applied machine learning algorithms includes additional "hyperparameters" that can tune the performance of the algorithms. For example, penalized logistic regression includes a regularization penalty that specifies how much the algorithm should balance using more information vs. developing the simplest model that uses the fewest number of features. Similarly, random forest models have a maximum tree depth hyperparameter that constrains how many features are considered when building decision trees, to balance the bias-variance tradeoff that can impact the generalizability of model accuracy. We systematically tested all models across a range of plausible hyperparameter values to identify the most effective choices (eTable 1).
Applying locally trained model to a remote dataset
We apply pre-trained models to data of a remote site by manually mapping identical columns. For example, when applying Stanford model to the UMich dataset, we use a "Stanford template" to process the full UMich feature matrix with 603 columns. The template includes 43 columns imputed and selected (by RFECV) from Stanford training set. The same set of 43 features were then select from the UMich matrix and imputed accordingly if they exist. If instead, the UMich dataset does not have a corresponding feature (e.g. patient vitals), we will create a dummy column with the same feature name but filled with the corresponding constant imputation value. The generated UMich feature matrix has then "Stanford-like" format and is ready to be fed into Stanford-trained model.
